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This paper presents unipro essor performan e optimizations,
automati tuning te hniques, and an experimental analysis of the sparse
matrix operation, y = AT Ax, where A is a sparse matrix and x; y are
dense ve tors. We des ribe an implementation of this omputational kernel whi h brings A through the memory hierar hy only on e, and whi h
an be ombined naturally with the register blo king optimization previously proposed in the Sparsity tuning system for sparse matrix-ve tor
multiply. We evaluate these optimizations on a ben hmark set of 44 matri es and 4 platforms, showing speedups of up to 4:2. We also develop
platform-spe i upper-bounds on the performan e of these implementations. We analyze how losely we an approa h these bounds, and
show when low-level tuning te hniques (e.g., better instru tion s heduling) are likely to yield a signi ant pay-o . Finally, we propose a hybrid
o -line/run-time heuristi whi h in pra ti e automati ally sele ts nearoptimal values of the key tuning parameters, the register blo k sizes.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
This paper onsiders automati performan e tuning of the sparse matrix operation, y
y + AT Ax, where A is a sparse matrix and x; y are dense ve tors.
This omputational kernel|SpAT A hereafter|is the inner-loop of interior point
methods for mathemati al programming [17℄, algorithms for omputing the singular value de omposition [5℄, and Kleinberg's HITS algorithm for nding hubs
and authorities in graphs [10℄, among others. The hallenge in tuning sparse kernels is hoosing a data stru ture and algorithm that best exploits the non-zero
stru ture of the matrix for a given memory hierar hy and mi roar hite ture:
this task an be daunting and time- onsuming be ause the best implementation
will vary a ross ma hines, ompilers, and matri es. Purely stati solutions are
limited sin e the matrix may not be known until run-time.
Our approa h to automati tuning of SpAT A builds on experien e with dense
linear algebra [2, 18℄, sparse matrix-ve tor multiply (SpMV) [9, 14℄, and sparse
triangular solve (SpTS) [16℄. Spe i ally, we apply the tuning methodology rst
proposed in the Sparsity system for SpMV [9℄. We show how SpAT A an be
algorithmi ally a he-blo ked to reuse A in a way that also allows register-level
blo king to exploit dense subblo ks (Se tion 2). The set of these implementations, parameterized by blo k size, de nes an implementation spa e. We sear h

Sun
Intel
IBM
Intel
Property
Ultra 2i Pentium III Power3
Itanium
Clo k rate (MHz)
333
500
375
800
Peak Main Memory Bandwidth (MB/s) 500
680
1600
2100
Peak Flop Rate (M op/s)
667
500
1500
3200
DGEMM, n = 1000 (M op/s)
425
331
1300
2200
DGEMV, n = 2000 (M op/s)
58
96
260
315
STREAM Triad Bandwidth (MB/s)
250
350
715
1100
No. of FP regs (double)
16
8
32
128
L1 size (KB), line size (B), laten y ( y) 16,16,1
16,32,1 64,128,.5 16,32,1 (int)
L2 size (KB), line size (B), laten y ( y) 2048,64,7 512,32,18 8192,128,9 96,64,6-9
L3 size (KB), line size (B), laten y ( y) n/a
n/a
n/a
2048,64,21-24
Memory laten y ( y les, )
36-66 y
26{60
35-139 y 36-85 y
Vendor C ompiler version
v6.1
v6.0
v5.0
v6.0
Table 1. Evaluation platforms. Dense BLAS data reported using ATLAS 3.4.1 [18℄
on the Ultra 2i and Pentium III, ESSL v3.1 on the Power3, and MKL v5.2 on Itanium.

this spa e by (1) ben hmarking the routines on a synetheti matrix o -line (i.e.,
on e per platform), and (2) predi ting the best blo k size using estimated properties of the matrix non-zero stru ture and the ben hmark data. Our experiments
on four hardware platforms (Table 1) and 44 matri es show that we an obtain
speedups between 1:5{4:2 over a referen e implementation whi h omputes
t = Ax and y = AT t as separate steps.
We evaluate our SpAT A performan e relative to upper bounds on performan e (Se tion 3). We used similar bounds for SpMV to show that the performan e (M op/s) of Sparsity-generated ode is often within 20% of the upper
bound, implying that more low-level tuning (e.g., better instru tion s heduling)
will be limited [14℄. Here, we derive upper bounds for our SpAT A implementations, and show that we typi ally a hieve between 20%{40% of this bound. Sin e
we rely on the ompiler to s hedule our fully unrolled ode, this nding suggests
that future work an fruitfully apply automati low-level tuning methods, in the
spirit of ATLAS/PHiPAC, to improve further the SpAT A performan e.
This paper summarizes the key ndings of a re ent te hni al report [15℄. We
refer the reader there for details omitted due to spa e onstraints.

2 Memory Hierar hy Optimizations for Sparse

AT Ax

We assume a baseline implementation of y = AT Ax that rst omputes t = Ax
followed by y = AT t. For large matri es A, this implementation brings A through
the memory hierar hy twi e. However, we an ompute AT Ax by reading A from
main memory only on e. Denote the rows of A by aT1 ; aT2 ; : : : ; aTm . Then,
0 T1
m
a1
X
(1)
y = AT Ax = (a1 : : : am )  : : : A x = ai (aTi x):
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Fig. 1. 22 BCSR storage. Elements are stored in the b value array. The olumn
index of the (0,0) entry of ea h blo k is stored in b ol idx. The b row ptr array points
to blo k row starting positions in the b ol idx array. (Figure taken from Im [9℄.)

Assuming suÆ ient a he apa ity, ea h row aTi is read from memory into a he
to ompute the dot produ t ti = aTi x, and reused for the ve tor s aling ti ai .
We an also take ea h aTi to be a blo k of rows instead of just a single row,
allowing us to ombine the a he optimization of Equation (1) with a previously
proposed register blo king optimization [9℄. Below, we review register blo king,
and des ribe our heuristi to hoose the key tuning parameter, the blo k size.
Register blo king improves register reuse by reorganizing the matrix data
stru ture into a sequen e of \small" dense blo ks, keeping small blo ks of x and
y in registers. An mn sparse matrix in r register blo ked format is divided
logi ally into mr  n submatri es, ea h of size r . Only blo ks ontaining at
least one non-zero are stored. Multiplying by A pro eeds blo k-by-blo k: for
ea h blo k, we reuse the orresponding r elements of y and elements of x.
For simpli ity, assume that r divides m and divides n. We use the blo ked
ompressed sparse row (BCSR) storage format [11℄, a 22 example of whi h is
shown in Figure 1. When r = = 1, BCSR redu es to ompressed sparse row
(CSR) storage. BCSR an store fewer olumn indi es than CSR (one per blo k
instead of one per non-zero). We fully unroll the r submatrix omputation to
redu e loop overhead and expose s heduling opportunities to the ompiler.
Figure 1 also shows that reating blo ks may require lling in expli it zeros.
We de ne the ll ratio to be the number of stored values (i.e., in luding zeros)
divided by the number of true non-zeros. We may trade-o extra omputation
(i.e., ll ratio > 1) for improved eÆ ien y from uniform ode and memory a ess.
To sele t r and , we adapt the Sparsity v2.0 heuristi for SpMV [14℄
to SpAT A. First, we measure the speed (M op/s) of the blo ked SpAT A ode
for all r up to 88 for a dense matrix stored in sparse BCSR format. These
measurements are made only on e per ar hite ture. Se ond, when the matrix is
known at run-time, we estimate the ll ratio for all blo k sizes using a re ently
des ribed sampling s heme [14℄. Third, we hoose the r and that maximize
Estimated M op=s =

M op=s on dense matrix in r BCSR
:
Estimated ll ratio for r blo king

(2)

The run-time overhead of pi king a register blo k size and onverting into our
data stru ture is typi ally between 5{20 exe utions of nave SpAT A [14℄. Thus,

the optimizations we propose are most suitable when SpAT A must be performed
many times (e.g., in sparse iterative methods).

3 Upper Bounds on Performan e
We use performan e upper bounds to estimate the best possible performan e
given a matrix and data stru ture but independent of any parti ular instru tion
mix or ordering. In our work on sparse kernels, we have thus far fo used on data
stru ture transformations, relying on the ompiler to produ e good s hedules.
An upper bound allows us to estimate the likely pay-o from low-level tuning.
Our bounds for the SpAT A implementations des ribed in Se tion 2 are based
on bounds we developed for SpMV [14℄. Our key assumptions are as follows:
1. We bound time from below by onsidering only the ost of memory operations. We also assume write-ba k a hes (true of the evaluation platforms)
and suÆ ient store bu er apa ity so that we an onsider only loads and
ignore the ost of stores.
2. Our model of exe ution time harges for a he and memory laten y, as opposed to assuming that data an be retrieved from memory at the manufa turer's reported peak main memory bandwidth. We also assume a esses to
the L1 a he ommit at the maximum load/store ommit rate.
3. As shown below, we an get a lower bound on memory osts by omputing
a lower bound on a he misses. Therefore, we onsider only ompulsory and
apa ity misses, i.e., we ignore on i t misses. Also, we a ount for a he
apa ity and a he line size, but assume full asso iativity.
We refer the reader to our prior paper [14℄ and our full SpAT A te hni al report
[15℄ for a more areful justi ation of these assumptions.
Let T be total time of SpAT A in se onds, and P the performan e in M op/s:
4k
(3)
P =  10 6

T

where k is the number of non-zeros in the mn sparse matrix A, ex luding any
ll. To get an upper bound on performan e, we need a lower bound on T . We
present our lower bound on T , based on Assumptions 1 and 2, in Se tion 3.1.
Our lower bounds on a he misses (Assumption 3) are des ribed in Se tion 3.2.
3.1

A laten y-based exe ution time model

Consider a ma hine with  a he levels, where the a ess laten y at a he level i
is i se onds, and the memory a ess laten y is mem . Suppose SpAT A exe utes
Hi a he a esses (or a he hits) and Mi a he misses at ea h level i, and that
the total number of loads is L. We take the exe ution time T to be
X1

X
( i+1
(4)
H
+
M
=
L
+
T=
i )Mi + mem M
i i
mem 
1
i=1

i=1

where we use H1 = L M1 and Hi = Mi 1 Mi for 2  i  . A ording to
Equation (4), we an minimize T by minimizing Mi , assuming i+1  i .

3.2

A lower bound on

a he misses

Following Equation (4), we obtain a lower bound on Mi for SpAT A by ounting
ompulsory and apa ity misses but ignoring on i t misses. The bound is a
fun tion of the a he on guration and matrix data stru ture.
Let Ci be the size of ea h a he i in double-pre ision words, and let li be the
line size, in doubles, with C1  : : :  C , and l1  : : :  l . Suppose integer
indi es use the same storage as 1 double. (We used 32-bit integers; thus, = 2.)
Assume full asso iativity and omplete user- ontrol over a he data pla ement.
We des ribe the BCSR data stru ture as follows. Let k^ = k^(r; ) be the
^ , and the number of stored blo ks
number of stored values, so the ll ratio is k=k
^
k
is r . Then, the total number of loads L is L = LA + Lx + Ly , where
!
^
m
k
k^
k^
+
LA = 2 k^ +
Lx =
Ly = :
(5)

r

r

r

r

LA ontains terms for the values, blo k olumn indi es, and row pointers; the
fa tor of 2 a ounts for reading A twi e (on e to ompute Ax, and on e for AT
times the result). Lx and Ly are the total number of loads required to read x
^
and y , where we load elements of ea h ve tor for ea h of the rk blo ks.
To orre tly model apa ity misses, we ompute the amount of data, or working set, required to multiply by a blo k row and its transpose. For the moment,
assume that all blo k rows have the same number of r blo ks; then, ea h blo k
^
^
^
row has rk  mr = km blo ks, or mk non-zeros per row. De ne the matrix working
^ , to be the size of matrix data for a blo k row, and the ve tor working set,
set, W
^
V , to be the size of the orresponding ve tor elements for x and y:
^ =
W

k^
1 k^
1
^
r+
+
; V^ = 2k=m
m
m

(6)

For ea h a he i, we ompute a lower bound on the misses Mi a ording to
^ , and V^ .
one of the following 2 ases, depending on the relative values of Ci , W
^ + V^  Ci : Entire working set ts in a he. Sin e there is suÆ ient a he
1. W
apa ity, we in ur only ompulsory misses on the matrix and ve tor elements:

1 m ^
W + 2n :
(7)
Mi 

li r

^ + V^ > Ci : The working set ex eeds the maximum a he apa ity. In
2. W
addition to the ompulsory misses shown in Equation (7), we in ur apa ity
misses for ea h element of the total working set that ex eeds the apa ity:
i
m ^ ^
1 hm ^
W + 2n + (W
+ V Ci ) :
(8)
Mi 

li r

r

The fa tor of l1i optimisti ally ounts only 1 miss per a he line. We refer the
reader to our full report for detailed derivations of Equations (7){(8) [15℄.

4 Experimental Results and Analysis
We measured the performan e of various SpAT A implementations on 4 platforms
(Table 1) and the 44 matri es of the original Sparsity ben hmark suite. Matrix
1 is a dense matrix in sparse format. Matri es 2{17 ome from nite element
method (FEM) appli ations: 2{9 have a stru ture dominated by a single blo k
size aligned uniformly, while 10{17 have irregular blo k stru ture. Matri es 18{
39 ome from non-FEM appli ations, in luding hemi al pro ess simulation and
nan ial modeling, among others. Matri es 40{44 arise in linear programming.
We use the PAPI hardware ounter library (v2.1) to measure y les and a he
misses [4℄. Figures 2{5 summarize the results, omparing performan e (M op/s;
y-axis) of the following 7 bounds and implementations for ea h matrix (x-axis):
(shown as a solid line): The fastest (highest value) of our
performan e upper bound, Equation (3), over all r blo k sizes up to 88.
PAPI upper bound (shown by triangles): An upper bound in whi h we
set L and Mi to the true load and miss ounts measured by PAPI. The gap
between the two bounds indi ates how well Equations (5){(8) re e t reality.
Best a he optimized, register blo ked implementation (squares): Performan e of the best ode over all r , based on an exhaustive sear h.
Heuristi ally predi ted implementation (solid ir les): Performan e of
the implementation predi ted by our heuristi .
Register blo king only (diamonds): Performan e without algorithmi
a he
blo king, where the blo k size is hosen by exhaustive sear h.
Ca he optimization only (shown by asterisks): Performan e of the ode
with only the algorithmi a he optimization, (i.e., with r = = 1).
Referen e ('s): No a he or register-level optimizations have been applied.

{ Upper bound
{

{
{
{
{
{

Matri es whi h are small relative to the a he size have been omitted.
We draw the following 5 high-level on lusions based on Figures 2{5. More
omplete and detailed analyses appear in the full report [15℄.
1. The a he optimization leads to uniformly good performan e improvements.
On all platforms, applying the a he optimization, even without register blo king, leads to speedups ranging from up to 1:2 on the Itanium and Power3
platforms, to just over 1:6 on the Ultra 2i and Pentium III platforms.
2. Register blo king and the a he optimization an be ombined to good e e t.
When ombined, we observe speedups from 1:2 up to 4:2. Moreover, the
speedup relative to the register blo king only ode is still up to 1:8.
3. Our heuristi always hooses a near-optimal blo k size. Indeed, the performan e of heuristi 's blo k size is within 10% of the exhaustive best in all but
four instan es|Matri es 17, 21, and 27 on the Ultra 2i, and Matrix 2 on the
Pentium III. There, the heuristi performan e is within 15% of the best.
4. Our implementations are within 20{30% of the PAPI upper bound for
FEM matri es, but within only about 40{50% on other matri es. The gap between a tual performan e and the upper bound is larger than what we observed
previously for SpMV and SpTS [14, 16℄. This result suggests that a larger payo is expe ted from low-level tuning by using ATLAS/PHiPAC te hniques.
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Fig. 2. SpA A performan e on the Sun Ultra 2i platform
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Fig. 3. SpA A performan e on the Intel Pentium III platform
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Fig. 4. SpA A performan e on the IBM Power3 platform
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Fig. 5. SpA A performan e on the Intel Itanium platform

5. Our analyti model of misses is a urate for FEM matri es, but less a urate for the others. For the FEM matri es 1{17, the PAPI upper bound is

typi ally within 10{15% of the analyti upper bound, indi ating that our analyti model of misses is a urate in these ases. Matri es 18{44 have more random
non-zero stru ture, so the gap between the analyti and PAPI upper bounds is
larger due to our assumption of only 1 miss per a he line.

5 Related work
There have been a number of sophisti ated models proposed for analyzing memory behavior of SpMV. Temam and Jalby [13℄, and Fraguela, et al. [6℄ have
developed sophisti ated probabilisti a he miss models for SpMV, but assume
uniform distribution of non-zero entries. To obtain lower bounds, we a ount only
for on i t and apa ity misses. Gropp, et al., use bounds like the ones we develop to analyze and tune a omputational uid dynami s ode [7℄; Heber, et al.,
analyze a sparse fra ture me hani s ode [8℄ on Itanium. We address matri es
from a variety of appli ations, and furthermore, have proposed an expli it model
exe ution time for sparse, streaming appli ations.
Work in sparse ompilers, e.g., Bik et al. [1℄ and the Bernoulli ompiler [12℄,
omplements our own work. These proje ts address the expression of sparse
kernels and data stru tures for ode generation. One distin tion of our work is
our use of a hybrid o -line, on-line model for sele ting transformations.

6 Con lusions and Future Dire tions
The speedups of up to 4:2 that we have observed indi ate that there is tremendous potential to boost performan e in appli ations dominated by SpAT A. We
are in orporating this kernel and these optimizations in an automati ally tuned
sparse library based on the Sparse BLAS standard [3℄.
Our upper bounds indi ate that there is more room for improvement using
low-level tuning te hniques than with prior work on SpMV and SpTS. Applying
automated sear h-s heduling te hniques developed in ATLAS and PHiPAC is
therefore a natural extension. In addition, re ned versions of our bounds ould
be used to study how performan e varies with ar hite tural parameters, in the
spirit of SpMV modeling work by Temam and Jalby [13℄.
Additional reuse is possible when multiplying by multiple ve tors. Preliminary results on Itanium for sparse matrix-multiple-ve tor mltipli ation show
speedups of 6.5 to 9 [14℄. This is a natural opportunity for future work with
SpAT A as well. We are exploring this optimization and other higher-level kernels with matrix reuse (e.g., Ak x, matrix triple produ ts).
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